
Focal problem

SEASPAR participants do not have enough accessible

games they can play virtually.

Problem Tree Analysis

There is a lack of

designers who design

games with

accessibility in mind.

There are no in

person activities

SEASPAR activities

aren't fun

Participants feel

lonely + left out

Participants feel

discouraged to

attend SEASPAR

activities

Virtual programs don't

occupy as much time

as in-person programs

did

Participants have

more (too much?)

free time

Parents have to

assist with

inaccessible virtual

programs

It takes time from

parent's other

commitments

RCs need more time

to plan the programs

Programs can be

less inclusive

Participants cannot

connect with their

friends

COVID-19

It's hard for RC's to

find them

The activity has to

support varied access

to tech like desktop,

mobile, etc.

Participants don't

have access to

materials they need

to be in programs

RCs are trying to

translate in person

activities to virtual

programs. 

They know

participants have fun

in these programs

already

Participants already

know the program

They get to socialize

with their friends

(including staff)

They've been part of

SEASPAR for years

It makes participants

feel included

There are few clear

accessibility

standards for games

The organization

provides for their

needs

Setup and accessing

new technology by

themselves is difficult

The RCs can't help

them

RCs are not

physically present to

help them. Tech tools don't give

RCs enough control

to help troubleshoot

They are prevented

from seeing their

friends in person

COVID-19

Get a diverse team together.

Write your focal problem in the middle.

Facilitate the team to discuss effects (branches).

Write the responses above the problem.

Facilitate the team to discuss problems (roots).

Write the responses below the problem.

Decide on the causes or effects to focus on and

place a star on it.

So what?

As a result...

Why?

This happens 

because...

Translated to HMW: How might we provide SEASPAR participants

with more accessible games they can play virtually?

Participant cannot be

as independent as

they were during in-

person programs

The activity must

support a spectrum

of disabilities

RCs are too busy to

experiment with new

programs

New programs are a

risk for inaccessibility

(like Kahoot)

New problem statement

Rewrite the problem statement.

How might we create an accessible activity that encourages

personal connections and independence in a virtual setting?


